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6.2. Pool Staff use of the Facility. Pool employees are eligible for a Mt. Rainier Pool employee 
swim pass, which entitles them to the same privileges as a family pass holder for the 
duration of their employment with the District. 

6.2.5. If employment ends or the employee has not worked at least one (1) shift in a 
calendar month, the pass is void and must be surrendered.  

6.2.6. Any inappropriate or unprofessional conduct while off-duty at Mt. Rainier Pool is 
grounds for suspension of the employee pass privilege.  Extreme situations may result in 
further disciplinary action up to and including termination. 

6.1.1. These privileges are extended to 1 additional adult and children who share a 
household with the employee.  As above, these passes may be suspended if the employee 
no longer meets the criteria or due to misconduct.   
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